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Abstract

Investigating the relationships between protein function and fitness provides keys for understanding biochemical mechanisms that
underly evolution. Mutations with partial fitness defects can delineate the threshold of biochemical function required for viability.
We utilized a previous deep mutational scan of HIV-1 protease (PR) to identify variants with 15–45per cent defects in replication and
analysed the biochemical function of eight variants (L10M, L10S, V32C, V32I, A71V, A71S, Q92I, Q92N). We purified each variant and
assessed the efficiency of peptide cleavage for three cut sites (MA-CA, TF-PR, and PR-RT) as well as gel-based analyses of processing
of purified Gag. The cutting activity of at least one site was perturbed relative to WT protease for all variants, consistent with cutting
activity being a primary determinant of fitness effects. We examined the correlation of fitness defects with cutting activity of different
sites. MA-CA showed the weakest correlation (R2 =0.02) with fitness, suggesting relatively weak coupling with viral replication. In
contrast, cutting of the TF-PR site showed the strongest correlation with fitness (R2 =0.53). Cutting at the TF-PR site creates a new PR
protein with a free N-terminus that is critical for activity. Our findings indicate that increasing the pool of active PR is rate limiting for
viral replication, making this an ideal step to target with inhibitors.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the biophysical and biochemical properties that
determine the relationship of genotype with fitness has emerged
as a central focus of molecular evolution (Dean and Thornton
2007; Bershtein, Serohijos, and Shakhnovich 2017; Canale et al.
2018a). A wide array of physical properties of proteins can underly
phenotype and fitness, including enzyme activity (Kacser and
Burns 1981; Boucher, Bolon, and Tawfik 2016) and abundance
(Bershtein et al. 2013; Bhagavatula et al. 2017; Canale et al. 2018b;
Socha, Chen, and Tokuriki 2019), as well as aggregation, mis-
folding, or mis-localization (Geiler-Samerotte et al. 2011; Mehlhoff
et al. 2020). Among these protein features, activity stands out
as an important contributor because it can be directly related
to fitness and many other protein features impact net activity
(e.g. abundance, aggregation, mis-folding, etc.).

For enzymes, activity can be directly related to fitness using
flux models (Kacser and Burns 1981). However, flux models are
challenging to parameterize and have not been established for
most proteins. Systematic analyses of knockouts identify genes
that dramatically impact growth rate (Giaever et al. 2002). How-
ever, because knockouts are complete loss of function, they
do not provide information on the impacts of reduced activity
on fitness. Pioneering efforts from Kacsur and Burns demon-
strated that the activity of many proteins must be dramatically

reduced before growth is noticeably decreased (Kacser and Burns
1981). Importantly, this means that most essential proteins are
not rate limiting for growth. The main approach taken to anal-
yse activity–fitness relationships are based on protein perturba-

tions. Protein activity can bemanipulated by exogenous inhibitors

(Kacser and Burns 1981) or engineering strategies that reduce

protein abundance (Bershtein et al. 2013) or the specific activ-

ity of each protein molecule (Jiang et al. 2013). High-throughput

analyses of the effects of mutations on growth rate and/or pro-

tein activity provide new approaches to investigate activity–fitness
relationships (Melnikov et al. 2014; Roscoe and Bolon 2014;
Mishra et al. 2016; Livesey and Marsh 2020; Mehlhoff et al.
2020).

Understanding howproteinswithmultiple activities contribute

to fitness is important because many proteins perform ‘moon-

lighting’ activities (Piatigorsky and Wistow 1989; Jeffery 2003).
For proteins that perform multiple activities, it can be a chal-
lenge to disentangle the impacts of each one on fitness. For
example it can be difficult to determine which activities are
rate limiting for growth. Here, we develop an approach building
on deep mutational scanning fitness measurements to analyse
function–fitness relationships in a multi-functional protein. We
used previously determined high-throughput fitness measure-
ments (Boucher et al. 2019) to identify a panel of mutations
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with partial growth defects and quantified the impacts of these
mutations on multiple activities. We chose to analyse HIV-1 pro-
tease because it cuts at twelve different sites that each represent
distinct steps in the viral life cycle.

While HIV protease has been studied extensively over the past
40 years, the relationship between cutting activity at each site and
fitness remains poorly defined. Awealth of evidence demonstrates
that cutting by protease is critical for viral fitness. Mutations at
cut sites that prevent protease cutting result in non-infectious
viral particles (Pettit et al. 1994; Wiegers et al. 1998). Mutations
in protease that dramatically reduce function or inhibitors that
block protease activity also result in non-infectious viral particles
(Kohl et al. 1988; Meek et al. 1990; Kaplan et al. 1993). Most of the
thousands of copies of matrix and capsid in an HIV virion need
to be severed by protease in order to generate infections particles
(Lee, Harris, and Swanstrom 2009; Muller et al. 2009). Cutting of
MA-CA peptides has been used as a metric of activity to investi-
gate how protease activity relates to fitness (Rose, Babe, and Craik
1995, 1995). This study found that the T26Smutation reducedMA-
CA cutting to 25per cent of wild-type levels and supported robust
infection in cell culture, while the A28S mutation reduced cutting
to about 2per cent of wild type and resulted in non-infectious viral
particles. However, a more recent kinetic model of HIV protease
indicated that cutting of MA-CA is unlikely to be rate limiting for
fitness (Konnyu et al. 2013) and instead highlighted that the ini-
tial cleavage of PR out of the polyprotein was more likely to be
rate limiting. However, thismodelling study highlighted thatmore
experimental studies are required to appropriately parameterize
rate-limiting steps for fitness.

Here, we experimentally analysed the cutting proficiency of
a set of eight protease variants on the threshold of viability for
multiple cut sites. We used a previously determined experimen-
tal fitness landscape of all protease pointmutations (Boucher et al.
2019) to select our panel of partial loss of fitness variants. Because
most mutations reduce protein function (Baase et al. 2010), we
hypothesized that partial loss of fitness mutations would predom-
inantly exhibit reduced activity. We assayed the cutting activity of
our panel of protease variants for the Gag polyprotein and three
peptides representing the MA-CA site, as well as sites required to
free PR from the polyprotein (TF-PR, and PR-RT).

2. Results
We selected a set of eight mutations that caused partial replica-
tion defects in cell culture (Fig. 1A) based on a previously pub-
lished protein fitness landscape of HIV-1 PR (Boucher et al. 2019).
Mutations were selected that had lower fitness than wild-type
synonyms (average−2 standard deviations or SD) and greater fit-
ness than null alleles (average stop+2 SD). Within this range,
eight mutations at four positions were chosen for detailed anal-
ysis (Table 1). To investigate the breadth of potential impacts of
mutations on PR activity, we selected positions located in differ-
ent regions. These positions included two buried locations: V32
that is close to the active site and A71 that is more distal. We
also selected two positions at the interface between the protein
and solvent with L10 close to the active site and Q92 further
away. To distinguish if the position or the identity of the mutation
has a larger role in determining functional effects, two muta-
tions were chosen at each of these positions. We chose mutations
with modest physical changes in order to reduce the likelihood
of dramatically altering PR structure. Consistent with the pre-
viously observed defects in replication (Boucher et al. 2019), all
the selected mutations are rarely if ever observed in drug-naïve

clinical isolates (Table 1). Two of the mutations in this set (V32I
and A71V) have been shown to contribute to resistance to pro-
tease drugs (Weber and Agniswamy 2009), potentially providing
opportunities to further understand the mechanisms of antiviral
escape.

We quantified the enzymatic activity of each of the eight PR
variants. Each variant was bacterially expressed and purified
to near homogeneity (Supplementary Fig. S1). For biochemical
experiments, all PR variants were generated in the HIV-1 NL4-3
sequence background. We added the Q7K mutation to all variants
in order to stabilize protease to self-cleavage as in previous studies
(Louis, Clore, and Gronenborn 1999).

We measured enzymatic proficiency of PR variants to three
cleavage sites using peptide substrates with fluorescent probes
capable of Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) similar to
previous studies (Matayoshi et al. 1990). We analysed the MA-CA
cut site as well as the TF-PR and PR-RT sites that must be pro-
cessed in order to generate mature PR with free N- and C-termini.
While we would have liked to analyse detailed kinetics of all the
cutting sites in the HIV-1 proteome, optimizing peptide assays
for all twelve sites is challenging and beyond the scope of this
work that was focused on an initial investigation of relationships
between activity and fitness in PR. Because of challenges working
with the fluorescent peptides at high concentration, we were not
able to determine saturation kinetics for all cut sites. We observed
peptide precipitation at concentrations around 20µM for the TF-
PR and PR-RT substrates that is well below their respective Kms of
250 and 1,700µM (Mahalingam et al. 1999). The MA-CA substrate
was soluble to 40µM, which is close to the 60µM Km reported for
wild-type PR with this substrate (Velazquez-Campoy et al. 2001).
For all three substrates, we were able to estimate enzyme profi-
ciency (kcat/Km) based on the linear increase in reaction velocity
at substrate concentrations well below Km (Fig. S2). For MA-CA
substrate, we could also make reasonable estimates of kcat and
Km based on non-linear changes in reaction velocity at substrate
concentrations close to the Km (Fig. S3).

We considered the likely biological relevance of enzyme profi-
ciency, and kcat based on estimates of the concentration of each
substrate in HIV virions (Muller et al. 2009). The Gag protein that
contains most of the MA-CA sites is at a concentration of 3.6mM
in virions, which is well above the 60µM Km for MA-CA. In con-
trast, the Gag-Pol protein that contains the TF-PR and PR-RT sites
is at a concentration of 195µM that is below the Kms for these
sites (250 and 1,700µM, respectively). At these estimated concen-
trations, the initial rate of cutting of MA-CA should be determined
primarily by kcat, while cutting of TF-PR and PR-RT should be deter-
mined largely by enzyme proficiency. Of note, the concentration of
uncut sites decreases as cutting proceeds over the course of viral
maturation. At the later stages of viral maturation with reduced
substrate concentrations, PR enzyme proficiency will play a larger
role in determining reaction velocities. Because almost all MA-CA
sites must be cut in order to generate infectious HIV-1 particles
(Lee, Harris, and Swanstrom 2009), PR enzyme proficiency for
MA-CA may be relevant to viral fitness.

As the protein purification procedure involves denaturation
and refolding and PR is also subject to inactivation by autocleav-
age, wewere concerned that different PR variants could vary in the
fraction of molecules in an active conformation. To address this
concern, we performed titrations with a tight-binding inhibitor
(Darunavir; DRV) to estimate the concentration of active PR in
preparations of each variant (e.g. Fig. S4). We noted variation
in the ratio of active PR to total PR for the different variants
with a range of 0.45–0.97. Because the refolding procedure was
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Figure 1. HIV-1 PR mutations selected for this study. (A) Fitness score of point mutations with partial fitness defects that were chosen for this study
are indicated with green X symbols. For comparison, the fitness score for all point mutations of HIV-1 PR are indicated with circles. Fitness scores are
scaled from wild type (fitness score=1, shaded white) to null (fitness score=0, shaded red). Dashed lines indicate the cut-offs used to identify partial
fitness defects and correspond to 2 SD below the average WT synonym and 2 SD above the average stop codon. Source data for the fitness scores of all
HIV-1 protease single mutants is found in Boucher et al. (2019). (B) Structural model of HIV-1 PR based on 2BB9.PDB2 (Smith et al. 2006) illustrating
sites of point mutations chosen for analysis. An inhibitor that is shown in magenta is located at the PR active site.

performed with purified proteins that do not include chaperones,
they may not be indicative of folding in vivo. We were not able to
obtain enough purified protein of one variant (L10M) to perform
enzyme activity measurements, and we dropped this variant from
our panel.

We compared the enzyme proficiency of each variant with
its experimental fitness (Fig. 2A). Prior to these experiments, we
hypothesized that mutations that caused fitness defects would
generally decrease the cutting activity of PR for substrates. We
observed that five of the seven variants we analysed exhibited
increased enzyme proficiency relative toWT for at least one of the
peptide substrates (Table 2 and Table S1). We measured enzyme
proficiency for twenty-one peptide/PR variant pairs, and eight of
these measurements indicated increased activity relative to WT,
while thirteen decreased the observed activity (Fig. 2B). These
observations indicate that mutations in PR that cause partial

fitness defects are 60per cent as likely to cause increased activ-
ity for a specific substrate compared to decreased activity. These
findings are consistent with stabilizing selection (Adams 1988) on
PR function where either too much or too little activity on specific
cut sites is detrimental to viral propagation. As further discussed
in the conclusions, multiple factors may contribute to this type of
selection, including fitness dependencies on the order that sites
are cut (Wiegers et al. 1998).

We examined if the structural location of mutations or asso-
ciation with drug resistance influenced the activity of mutant
variants (Fig. 2C). Across all peptides analysed, the normalized
proficiency due to mutations at buried sites (average=0.80) was
slightly lower (P>0.05, Kruskal–Wallis) than at exposed positions
(average=0.95) despite similar impacts on fitness in both of these
categories (average=0.67 for both). Drug-resistantmutations also
exhibited a slightly reduced average proficiency (0.71) compared to
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Table 1. Panel of PR mutants investigated.

Mutant FSa Frequencyb DRc Codon changed

L10M 0.69 0.0007 CTG→ATG
L10S 0.56 0.00015 TTA→TCA
V32C 0.77 0 GTC→TGC
V32I 0.43 0.0006 x GTT→ATT
A71S 0.61 0.00007 GCG→TCG
A71V 0.85 0.07 x GCG→GTG
Q92I 0.79 0 CAA→ATA
Q92N 0.67 0.00002 CAG→AAC

aFitness score of mutant as determined by Boucher et al. (2019).
bFrequency of mutation in drug-naïve patient samples from the Stanford data
base (Rhee et al. 2003).
cAssociation of mutation with drug resistance.
dMinimal base changes required to create the amino acid change.
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Figure 2. Mutations with partial fitness defects exhibit both increased
and decreased enzyme activity for individual cut sites. (A) The enzyme
proficiency of each variant was determined using FRET assays for three
cleavage sites. Error bars indicate SD for three experimental replicates.
(B) Distribution of the relative activity for all cut sites and all PR variants
analysed. (C) Distribution of relative enzyme activity for different types
of mutations in PR.

Table 2. Proficiencies of mutant PR variants.

Enzyme proficiency/WTb

Mutant FSa MA-CA TF-PR PR-RT

V32I 0.43 0.11 NDc NDc

L10S 0.56 1.89 0.55 0.40
A71S 0.61 1.41 0.68 0.73
Q92N 0.67 0.55 0.30 3.00
V32C 0.77 0.25 2.17 0.60
Q92I 0.79 1.22 2.67 2.07
A71V 0.85 0.64 1.17 0.73
WT 1 1 1 1

aFitness score of mutant as determined by Boucher et al. (2019). Partial
experimental replicates indicate FS RMSD of 0.1–0.15 for scores in this range.
bEnzyme proficiency measured as kcat/Km for peptide substrates.
cNot detected.

mutations not associated with resistance (0.92), but this also was
not statistically significant (P>0.05, Kruskal–Wallis). A far greater
difference was observed between mutations grouped by distance
from the active site: average activity was 0.46 for mutations closer
to the active site compared to 1.16 further away (P<0.05, Kruskal–
Wallis). Mutations further away had an average fitness that was
higher than those closer to the active site (0.73 compared to 0.59)
that may contribute to the different impacts on activity. In addi-
tion, these findings suggest that mutations near the active site
may be more likely to impact fitness by reducing activity for most
cut sites, while mutations further from the active site may tend to
impact fitness by altering the relative rates or the order of cutting
at different sites.

We also observed a dramatic variation in observed rates for dif-
ferent PR variants (Table 2). For example, we observed extremely
low proficiency for V32I for any of the peptide substrates, while
Q92I exhibited increased proficiency relative toWT PR for all three
peptide substrates. The rate of cutting of MA-CA peptide by V32I
is 30-fold reduced relative to WT. To our knowledge, this is the
least activity of PR that has been observed to be compatible with
viral replication (Boucher et al. 2019). Of note, the V32I mutation
shows strong correlations with secondary mutations in patient
isolates that may alleviate its functional defects (Wu et al. 2003).
The largest increase in proficiency we observed was about 2-fold
for Q92I cutting PR-RT and for A71V cutting TF-PR. As modest
increases in activity are often compatible with high fitness (Dean,
Dykhuizen, and Hartl 1986; Dykhuizen and Dean 1990), it is plau-
sible that the observed fitness defects are caused by perturbations
to proteolysis rates at sites that we did not measure in this study.
Of note, six of the seven PR variants showed a decreased profi-
ciency for at least one of the peptide substrates we measured,
consistent with the idea that reduced activity of PR variants may
be a primary determinant of fitness defects.

We searched for correlations between the cutting rate of differ-
ent sites and fitness effects (Fig. 3). To begin, we investigated how
noise in fitness scores would impact these correlations (Fig. S5).
We could not directly estimate fitness measurement variation for
the set of mutants in this study because the high-throughput fit-
ness scores were only replicated for a subset of positions (Boucher
et al. 2019). Therefore, we used a bootstrapping approach to
explore the correlation for randomly selected sets of mutations
with similar fitness scores that were experimentally reproduced.
Using this bootstrap approach we find an average R2 between
fitness replicates of 0.6 with 86per cent of sample sets having
R2 >0.4 (Fig. S5). Thus, we expect the upper bound or potential
correlations with enzyme activity to be around an R2 of 0.6.
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Figure 3. The fitness of mutations shows a stronger correlation with
activity for both the TF-PR and PR-RT sites than for the MA-CA site. Plots
comparing fitness with enzyme activity for the MA-CA cut site (A) as
well as the TF-PR and PR-RT sites (B). Error bars indicate SDs based on
three experimental replicates with errors propagated.

Recent kinetic models suggest that a wide range of PR activ-
ity for the MA-CA cut site are compatible with robust viral fitness
(Konnyu et al. 2013). However, multiple biochemical analyses
suggested that MA-CA cleavage would be an important determi-
nant of viral fitness: cutting of thousands of copies of MA-CA
are required for the infectivity of viral particles (Lee, Harris, and
Swanstrom 2009), MA-CA is one of the fastest cut sites suggesting
that it is under strong positive selection (Pettit et al. 1994), and
MA-CA has been used as a standard to monitor PR activity (Rose,
Babe, and Craik 1995). In experiments on our panel of PR variants,
we observed almost no correlation between the proficiency of PR
variants for MA-CA and fitness (Fig. 3A). We also observed very
weak correlations between estimates of kcat for MA-CA cleavage
and fitness score (Fig. S6). Similar to results from a kinetic model
(Konnyu et al. 2013), our results indicate that a wide range of PR
activity for MA-CA is compatible with efficient viral replication.

We also examined the correlation between proficiency for TF-
PR and PR-RT sites (Fig. 3B). Cutting of these sites is required to free
the N- and C-terminus of PR from the polyprotein. We observed a
positive correlation between fitness and cutting at both TF-PR and
PR-RT. The proficiency of PR variants towards TF-PR and PR-RT are
better predictors of fitness effects thanMA-CA. This does not indi-
cate that these are the only sites important for fitness as cutting
of other sites are also critical for HIV-1 replication. One possible

reason for the correlations of TF-PR and PR-RT with fitness is that
cutting of these sites leads to mature PR, which impacts total PR
activity. Cleavage of PR from the HIV-1 polyprotein, especially at
the N-terminus of PR (Louis, Clore, and Gronenborn 1999), dra-
matically increases its activity. PR variants that are slow to cut
PR out of Gag-Pol will be slow to accumulate mature PR, further
impacting the cutting of other sites in Gag andGag-Pol. The impact
of PR mutations on its own maturation impacts the processing of
all other sites.

Freeing the N-terminus of PR has a far greater impact on PR
activity than freeing the C-terminus (Louis, Clore, andGronenborn
1999). Consistent with this property, we observe a more consis-
tent trend between fitness and cutting of TF-PR that frees the
N-terminus compared to PR-RT that frees the C-terminus. The
four mutations with defects for TF-PR relative to WT also have
the lowest fitness, while the three mutations that increase TF-PR
activity relative to WT have the highest fitness. In addition, we
find a stronger correlation between the fitness effects of PR vari-
ants (Boucher et al. 2019) and a previous report by Mahalingam
et al. (1999) of cutting efficiency for TF-PR compared to CA/P2 and
PR-RT (Fig. S7). These findings are consistent with the idea that the
efficiency of PR maturation impacts the cutting at all other sites
that in turn broadly impact viral fitness.

To investigate how each PR variant impacts the cutting of addi-
tional sites in a more native context, we monitored the cleavage
of the Gag polyprotein. In viruses, Gag is generated in vast excess
to Gag-Pol and, thus, its cut sites represent the most abundant
sites that PR needs to process. Following previously developed
procedures (Pettit et al. 2002), we monitored the conversion of
Gag by WT PR into most of its constituent proteins and inter-
mediates (Fig. 4A). Consistent with prior studies. we observe that
WT PR cleaves the SP1/NC and MA-CA sites early such that the
first intermediate observed is MA-CA with the unresolvable SP1
attached and NC-SP2-P6 followed by accumulation of free MA and
CA (Fig. 4A and B). We were not able to observe all intermediates,
including those that were too small to resolve by PAGE and those
whose migration overlapped with others.

The disappearance of Gag and the appearance of MA-CA were
readily interpretable and we focused on these for analyses of PR
variants (Fig. 5). Analysing the disappearance of Gag, we observed
a range of impacts of PR mutations (Fig. 5A and B). Four variants
(L10S, A71S, Q92N, and Q92I) exhibited small to modest changes
in the disappearance of Gag (Fig. 5A), while V32I, V32C, and A71V
showed large delays in the initial cleavage of Gag (Fig. 5B). The
initial cleavage of Gag does not show a clear trend with fitness.
For example, L10S had the lowest fitness score, but processed Gag
faster than any other mutant variant while A71V had the highest
fitness score among the mutant variants but showed a large delay
in Gag cleavage. Of note, L10S has the second lowest activity for
the TF-PR site in our analyses of peptide substrates, which should
slow accumulation of mature protease and hinder the processing
of all sites during viral maturation. The accumulation and disap-
pearance of MA-CA also differs widely among the PR variants. The
peak quantity of MA-CA (Fig. 5C) is lower than WT for three vari-
ants (L10S, Q92I, and Q92N), suggesting that the rate of formation
relative to disappearance is lower for these PR variants relative to
WT. In contrast, the peak quantity is dramatically higher for V32I
and V32C (Fig. 5D) consistent with this intermediate being slower
to process by these PR variants relative to WT. Of note, V32I and
V32C also exhibited low proficiency for the MA-CA peptide (Fig. 2)
consistent with their slow processing of MA-CA in the gel assay.
The initial processing of Gag varies widely for PR variants that are
at the threshold of replicative viability.
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followed by SDS-PAGE. (C) Quantification of each species over the course
of the reaction.

3. Discussion
Relationships between activity and fitness are typically non-linear
with large regions of activity leading to either null or WT-like fit-
ness (Kacser and Burns 1981; Sanjuan, Moya, and Elena 2004;
Wylie and Shakhnovich 2011; Bershtein et al. 2013; Jiang et al.
2013). Identifying rare partial loss of fitness mutations provides a
powerful approach to investigate potential rate-limiting steps for
fitness.

While our results provide insights into relationships between
PR activity and fitness, there are limitations to our approach that
are important to consider. For example, we assay a fraction of the
PR activities and properties that contribute to fitness. We have not
directly investigated stability to degradation that can impact in
vivo PR function. We have not analysed the activity of PR for many
of the sites in the polyprotein that are also critical for infectivity.
We do not know how the unstudied sites contribute to interme-
diate fitness effects. Further work will be required in order to
develop and assess quantitative models of how each site and the
relative order of sites may impact fitness. We have assessed our
results with these limitations in mind.

Mutations in PR at the threshold of viability exhibited widely
varied impacts on cutting activity of different substrates. Among
the PR variants and sites that we tested, we observed many
instances of increased cutting activity, although we observed
more instances of decreased activity. However, the magnitude of
changes in activity were stronger for decreases (down to nearly
undetectable levels for V32I cutting of MA-CA) compared to
increases in activity (maximum of 2-fold relative to WT). All but
one of the variants we analysed exhibited a decreased rate of

cutting for at least one site, suggesting that decreases in activ-
ity may be a common cause of fitness defects. However, Q92I
exhibited WT or better enzyme activity for the three substrates
we analysed quantitatively, suggesting that hyperactive PR activ-
ity may also cause fitness defects. Alternatively, it is possible that
Q92I destabilizes the accumulation of active PR in viruses so that
Vmax in vivo is decreased even if kcat is increased. Further investi-
gations of all cut sites in the proteome as well as PR abundance in
virions will be required to address these issues with confidence.

Consistent with itsmultiple functions, there does not appear to
be a single explanation or biochemical pattern for PR variants at
the threshold of viability. Because HIV protease recognizes a com-
mon substrate shape (Prabu-Jeyabalan, Nalivaika, and Schiffer
2002), we conjectured that many mutations would have similar
impacts on the catalytic rate of all substrates and that we might
find a common threshold activity required for fitness. Instead,
mutations in PR tend to vary in their impacts on different cut sites.
Interestingly, cutting of MA-CA was a particularly poor predictor
of intermediate fitness defects. Cutting of MA-CA is required for
infectivity (Rose, Babe, and Craik 1995; Gay et al. 1998), so it is crit-
ical to cut this site. However, cutting of MA-CA does not appear to
be rate limiting for viral infectivity.

Our observation that increased activity for specific cut sites
was common among mutations on the threshold of viability sug-
gests that stabilizing selection may act on protease where too
much or too little activity can both be deleterious for fitness.
Both the overall activity of PR (Rose, Babe, and Craik 1995) and
the order of cutting of different sites (Wiegers et al. 1998) have
been hypothesized to contribute to viral fitness, and both could
contribute to stabilizing selection. The order of cutting can be dis-
rupted by either increasing or decreasing the rate of an individual
cut site. However, from our results, we cannot clearly distinguish
the relative contributions of overall processing activity and order
of cutting to the fitness of PR variants.

The cleavage of PR out of polyproteins generates mature and
active PR and is a relatively strong predictor of partial fitness
defects (Fig. 3). Having a free N-terminus is required for effi-
cient PR activity (Rosé, Salto, and Craik 1993; Zybarth et al. 1994)
because the structure cannot accommodate any extensions at this
location. Cutting at the N-terminus of PR can control the availabil-
ity of mature PR to cut all other sites (Fig. 6). This model provides
a plausible explanation for the improved correlation of fitness
effects with the cutting activity of TF-PR compared to MA-CA. In
this model, defects in cutting MA-CA and other sites in Gag and
Gag-Pol in viruses will be impacted by the amount of mature PR
that is available.

4. Materials and methods
4.1 Generation of HIV-1 PR variants
HIV-1 PR variants were generated as previously described (King
et al. 2002; Özen et al. 2014). In brief, the protease from the HIV-1
strain, NL4-3, was constructed using codon optimization for pro-
tein expression in E. coli and was cloned into the bacterial expres-
sion vector pET11 (Novagen). The Q7K mutation was introduced
to prevent autoproteolysis; the resulting construct is referred to
as ‘WT HIV-1 PR’ throughout the manuscript. Additional vari-
ants of HIV-1 PR were generated by site-directed mutagenesis and
confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

4.2 Protein expression and purification
The bacterial expression and purification of all HIV-1 PR
variants were carried out essentially as previously described
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Figure 5. Gag processing varies widely among PR variants studied. The amount of full-length Gag (A and B) and the MA-CA intermediate (C and D)
over time are shown for different PR variants.

Figure 6. Illustration of how cutting at the TF-PR site impacts the pool of
active PR available for cutting other sites. Because the total pool of active
PR will impact the cutting of all other sites, the fitness impacts of cutting
TF-PR may be amplified.

(King et al. 2002; Özen et al. 2014; Windsor and Raines 2015).
Briefly, the plasmid encoding HIV-1 PR was transformed into BL-
21(DE3) pRIL bacterial cells. Cells were grown at 37◦C in 2xYT to
an OD600 of 1, induced by the addition of 2mM IPTG, grown for an
additional hour, and harvested by centrifugation. Following lysis
with a cell disruptor, HIV-1 PR was purified from inclusion bod-
ies. The inclusion body pellet was dissolved in 50per cent acetic

acid and HIV-1 PR was further purified using a 100ml Sephadex
G-75 superfine column (Sigma Chemical) equilibrated with 50per
cent acetic acid. Fractions containing HIV-1 PRwere combined and
refolded by 10-fold dilution into ice cold refolding buffer (0.05M
sodium acetate, pH 5.5, 5 per cent ethylene glycol, 10per cent
glycerol, 5mM DTT). Purified HIV-1 PR was concentrated using
Amicon-10 concentrators and stored at −80◦C. The total protein
concentration for each variant protease dimer was measured by
absorption at 280nmusing an extinction coefficient of 24,980. The
percentage of active refolded HIV-1 PR for each purified variant
was estimated by titration with a potent inhibitor as described
below.

4.3 FRET assay to measure enzymatic activity of
HIV-1 PR variants
To determine the enzymatic activity of each HIV-1 PR vari-
ant, a FRET assay was performed as previously described
(Matayoshi et al. 1990). In this assay, the PR substrates con-
sist of an eight amino acid cleavage site peptide with a fluores-
cent donor, 5-[(2-aminoethyl) amino] naphalene-1-sulfonic acid
(EDANS), attached at the N-terminus and a quenching acceptor, 4-
(4-dimethylaminophenylazo)benzoic acid (DABCYL), attached at
the C-terminus. The amino acid substrate sequences are as fol-
lows (the dash denotes the site of peptide bond cleavage): MA-CA:
SQNY-PIVQ; TF-PR: SFSF-PQIT; PR-RT: TLNF-PISP. The fluorescence
of EDANS is low in these substrates due to quenching by DAB-
CYL. EDANS fluorescence is increased following the cleavage of
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the peptides and separation from DABCYL, and thus the rate of
cleavage can be measured by the increase in fluorescence emis-
sion at 492nm over time. Due to varying degrees of solubility for
each peptide, the MA-CA peptide was dissolved to a final con-
centration of 4–40µM in 3–4per cent DMSO, PR-RT was dissolved
to 2–20µM in 3–4per cent DMSO, and TF-PR was dissolved to
1.6–15µM in 4per cent DMSO. We analysed the impact of DMSO
concentration on PR activity and observed minimal impacts for
1–5per cent DMSO (Supplementary Fig. S8). The peptide sub-
strates at a range of concentrations were incubated with 20–30nM
HIV-1 PR in 50mM sodium acetate, pH 5.5, 100mM NaCl, in a 96-
well plate. The change in fluorescence over time was measured in
a PerkinElmer Envision plate reader with an excitation at 340nm
and emission at 492nm and monitored with 200 readings over a
23-minute time course. The initial rate of cleavage was measured
for a range of substrate concentrations up to the point where visi-
ble substrate precipitation began to occur (>40µM for MA-CA, and
>15µMfor TF-PR, and >20µMfor PR-RT peptides). Wewere unable
to perform experiments at sufficiently high concentrations of the
TF-PR and PR-RT substrates to determine kcat and Km indepen-
dently. Instead we calculated enzyme proficiency (kcat/Km/nM of
active enzyme) as the linear slope of reaction velocity versus sub-
strate concentration. For MA-CA cleavage, we determined kcat/Km

as for TF-PR and also independently estimated kcat and Km by fit-
ting graphs of initial velocity versus substrate concentration to the
Michaelis–Menten equation.

4.4 Measuring the fraction of active refolded
HIV-1 PR for each variant
To determine the active enzyme concentration of each HIV-1 PR
variant, the initial velocity of each variant was measured using
MA-CA cutting as an assay in the presence of a varied concen-
tration of the potent HIV-1 PR inhibitor DRV. Tenmicromolars of
the substrate peptideMA-CAwas incubatedwith 10–30nMof total
HIV-1 PR protein, as calculated by absorbance at 280nm, in the
presence of 2–25nMDRV, and the initial enzyme activity wasmea-
sured using FRET as above. The effect of inhibitor concentration
on HIV-1 PR activity was detected in two phases. The first one
was a steep linear decrease in velocity as free protease decreased
and the second was a flat phase when virtually all of the protease
molecules were occupied with inhibitor (e.g. Fig. S2). The inflec-
tion point of the two linear phases represents the concentration
of active protease in the assay and was calculated using GraphPad
Prism 8 software. Each assay was performed in triplicate for each
preparation of HIV-1 PR, and the average was taken to calculate
the final active protease concentration.

4.5 Gag polyprotein cleavage assay
The pET28a plasmid containing the full-length Pr55Gag-TEV-His
construct was a kind gift from the laboratory of John Flanagan.
Protein expression and purification was performed as described
(Bewley et al. 2017) using Co-NTA affinity chromatography. The
Pr55Gag-TEV-His (Gag) protein concentration was calculated by
absorption at 280nm (extinction coefficient=65,000M−1cm−1).

Cleavage of Gag polyprotein by HIV-1 protease was monitored
by the separation of cleavage products using SDS-PAGE (4–20per
cent gradient) (Bio-Rad) and visualized by Coomassie staining.
0.25µM HIV-1 PR was incubated with 20–25µM of Gag in 50mM
sodium acetate, 100mM NaCl buffer at 25◦C. Samples were taken
from the reaction mixture at time points, and the cleavage reac-
tion was quenched by adding SDS-PAGE gel running buffer con-
taining 2per cent SDS that was immediately boiling for 2min.
Amprenavir or DRV, potent HIV-1 protease inhibitors, were used

in control reactions to indicate specificity of cleavage. The den-
sity of gel bands was quantified by an Amersham Imager 600 and
analysed by the software provided by the manufacturer.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from
the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Supplementary data is available at Virus Evolution online.
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